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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Wholesale 3d Marble Tile Grey And White Mosaic Diamond Backsplash

Short Description: This 3d marble tile is made of grey and

white natural marble, the chips are cross distributed on

the tile and formed a diamond shape. This is a modern

new pattern design and is ideal for floor and backsplash

tile.

Model No.: WPM280B / WPM280

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Grey And White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

China 3d stone tiles are popular in the world due to their rich raw materials and best prices.

Wanpo is specialized in different types of marble mosaics & tiles with a wide range of style

designs. We offer a wholesale price for this grey and white mosaic diamond 3d marble tile to

our customers. This diamond dimensional mosaic tile has a layering effect in that the two

colors are interlaced tightly on the whole mesh and offer a new and modern style. We have

two sets of different marble materials to make the tiles, and we can change to other marble

items by customer’s project demands.
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Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Wholesale 3d Marble Tile Grey And White Mosaic Diamond Backsplash

Model No.: WPM280B / WPM280

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Grey & White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Series

Model No.: WPM280B

Surface: Polished

Marble Names: Italian Grey Marble, Ariston Marble

Model No.: WPM280

Surface: Polished

Marble Names: Bardiglio Carrara Marble, Ariston Marble

Product Application

Decorating your office or home with natural stone mosaics is a popular and creative plan.

This grey and white mosaic diamond 3d marble tile is a modern and new pattern design and

is ideal for floor and backsplash tile. It can be installed on both walls and floors, such as

mosaic bathroom wall tiles, wet room mosaic floor tiles, mosaic kitchen wall tiles, and modern

kitchen mosaic backsplash will gain a good effect on the whole background.



Marble is soft and porous in nature, but it can be scratched and stained after a long time of

use, Therefore, it needs to be sealed regularly, like for one year, and often clean the

backsplash with a soft stone cleaner.

FAQ

Q: Is marble mosaic good for shower floor

A: It is a good and attractive option. Marble mosaic has many styles to choose from 3D,

hexagon, herringbone, picket, etc. It makes your floor elegant, classy, and timeless.

Q: How many days do you spend preparing the sample?

A: 3-7 days usually.

Q: Where do marble mosaic tiles need sealing

A: Bathroom and shower, kitchen, living room, and other areas where applied marble mosaic

tiles all need sealing, in order to prevent staining, and water, and even protect the tiles.

Q: Could I know some details about your company's business?

A: Our Wanpo company is a marble and granite trading company, we mainly export finished

and semi-finished products to our clients, such as stone mosaic tiles, marble tiles, slabs, and

marble big slabs.


